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From the President
We are halfway through our Rotary year
and have completed our visioning project
for our club’s way forward for the next
five years. During the calendar year we
have from March experienced the World
wide pandemic that had challenges for
all, constraining many activities we would
normally be involved. Our raffle committee
put together this year’s annual fundraiser
online to kick us off while still in lockdown.
Now, as the rules are being relaxed
especially the 4 sq metre rule, we have been
able to have F2F selling raffle tickets through
our access QR Code via RaffleTix. I believe
all members should avail themselves of the
operation as it is so quick and saves time
writing tickets!
Our KNC volunteers continue to meet at the
centre each Wednesday to pack food bags
and re=stock the storeroom. Thanks to Lyn,
Don, Christine and Ernie.
A new activity Sandy has been able to
achieve with the Kincumber Shopping
Centre is a concierge spot in the centre were
our senior shoppers can get the assistance
of help with taking their groceries to their car.
Check out the photo in the centre.
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Membership Christine Owen
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4 Villages - Shipbuilders Heritage Walk
The third of a planned five vessels for the Shipbuilders Memorial
fleet has now been completed by Ralph Hannaford from the
Sydney Model Ship Builders Club. The model is of a Sloop and
typical of the vessels build along the Shipbuilders Memorial in the
early 19th Century.
These models are being acquired in answer to requests from
participants in the 2018 Shipbuilders Heritage Walk for examples
of locally built ships to be on display and was expressed by Jan.
Peter appealed to members of the SMSC at their Zoom AGM
earlier this year, the response was almost immediate.

Xmas Trees
Our Christmas tree sales through the Square proved
a real blessing. Tina advises that NFP organisations
are no longer able to access this economical electronic
unit – a change in rules - so we are so fortunate to

have this unit now and some members are very good
operators of this method. I was amazed at the younger
generations who think this is the normal way to buy
products.

Club Video
Just a reminder that we are asking every
Club to prepare a 3-to-5-minute video about
what you have been achieving during this
annus horribilis. The videos are due to the
Communications Director by the end of
January. The finalists will be featured at
the District Virtual Conference in March
2021 and the winners will be awarded a
PHF to give to someone of their choice.
This is a bit of fun, a bit of a promotional
opportunity for your Club and should be an
enjoyable challenge for all.
Club’s AGM this Monday
The night, 7th December via Zoom and
afterwards we will hear from guest speaker Scott
Levi, the ABC morning announcer who is never
short of a word and a very keen fisherman.

Our Club’s Christmas party is at the Avoca SLSC in the large
functions room so bring your partner along as we can have up
50 on the dance floor order off the menu unless I can make
some arrangements for a Christmas menu and we have some
entertainment on the night.

We acknowledge the traditional owners of this land the Darkinjung & Guringai people
and pay our respects to Elders both past and present.
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